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Advanced Marine Reactor Laboratory has been conducting design studies on a

compact nuclear reactor aiming for use a submersible scientific research vessel navigating in

600 m of the water depth as one of nuclear energy utilization for ocean investigation.

This submersible scientific research vessel was selected by taking into account the

pressing research needs through the activity of working group in the Research Committee on

Marine Reactor. The research vessel is mainly utilized in the Arctic Ocean and the sea at low

latitude where a normal ship hardly investigate due to thick ice or storm, but there exist

important data affecting the earth's environmental change. A conceptual sketch of the

research vessel and the major specifications are shown in Fig. 13.3.1 and Table 13.3.1, which

are based on the requirement on the research mission. Electrical output of 500 kW and the

total energy of 185,000 kWh are necessary for the research vessel to navigate in the Arctic

Ocean. A nuclear energy source for the research vessel is more superior for more large and

long operation in the undersea.

A conceptual design study of compact reactor for the research vessel was carried out.

The research vessel employs two nuclear reactors with 250 kWe of each output for

redundancy of power source taking account of navigation under ice in the Arctic Ocean. The

concept of the Submersible Compact Reactor 250 kWe (SCR 250) is shown in Fig. 13.3.2.

The major specifications are presented in Table 13.3.2. The reactor and all power system are

contained in the pressure vessel of water pressure proof of 600 m. The size of core is 450 mm

diameter and 420 mm height. The thermal rated output of the reactor is 1250 kW and the core

life is approximately 470 days. The primary cooling system is designed to operate without the

purification system.

The designed SCR 250 meets the requirements such as the electrical output, the plant

size, but the total weight of SCR 250 may exceed the target by around 6 %, which will be

reduced in the detailed design.
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Figure 13.3.1 Submersible scientific research vessel with the SCR

Table 13.3.1 Major specification of submersible research vessel
HullLXBXD
Displacement
Living vessel
Ship Speed
2 reactors operating
1 reactor operating

38mX5.5mX5.5m
5001
4m <p X22m

12 kn
8.5 kn

Height
Power source

Reactor unit
Battery

Major equipment
for investigation and
observation

10m

250kWeX2
30kWe
Measuring instruments
Sanling room, Sonar,

etc.

Table 133.2 Specification of SCR

Reactor ^
Containment vessel Turbine/Genarator

Containment vessel

Figure 13.3.2 Concept of SCR plant

Reactor power
Reactor type
Primary cooling
system
Operating

pressure
Core inlet/outlet

temperature
Flow rate

Control rod drive
Type
Number of

CRDM
Steam genarator

Type

Steam pressure
Steam temperature
Steam flow rate

Containment vessel
Design pressure
Outside/Inside

1250kWt(250KWe)
INtegral type PWR

Natural circulation

8.4 MPa

282/ 298 °C
46.8 t/h

In-vesel type

4

Once-through
helical coil

3 MPa
242 °C
1.8 t/h

6MPa/10MPa
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